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The use of focused ion beam (FIB) systems for nano- and micromachining is well documented [1-3], 
as is the FIB’s capability for deposition of metals and insulators [4, references contained in 5].  FIB 
has been successful in direct-write lithography applications, and even the engraving of half-tone 
photographic images [6]. FIB depositions of silicon oxide can be made to tailor the index of 
refraction [7] resulting in depositions that run from transparent to opaque for visible light.    

This presentation will discuss the combined use of FIB deposition of tungsten and silicon oxide and 
their subsequent FIB machining to form “nanostructures” with at least one dimension on the sub-
micron scale (Figure 1).  With some effort and creativity, FIB depositions can be made to span free 
space (arches and more complex structures) or to form structures with aspect ratios of 50:1 or 
greater.  “Nano-tools” can be fabricated such as drill-bits and chisels (Figure 2).  FIB machining has 
already been demonstrated to improve probes used in atomic force microscopy (AFM) and near-field 
scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) [8, 9];  combining these approaches with FIB nano-deposition 
and nano-machining will permit the production of NSOM tips with near-AFM spatial resolution as 
well as the already achieved improved optical resolution (Figure 3).  

FIB “tungsten” depositions have been measured by quantitative electron probe microanalysis 
(EPMA) to contain approximately 5 wt.% C, 15 wt.% Ga and 80 wt.% W, with resistivity better than 
160µO·cm.  The effect of annealing on these parameters will be presented. [10]  
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FIG. 1.  FIB deposition can produce features 200 nm or less in thickness.  FIB milling can produce 
even finer results.  This structure required approximately 30 minutes of FIB time to produce. 

    

FIG. 2.  FIB deposition of 
tungsten can produce “drill 
bits” and other complex 
structures which can be further 
FIB machined to a final shape. 

FIG. 3.  Production of an “AFM tip” on virtually any surface.  FIB 
deposition of tungsten or silicon oxide can produce 200 nm or 
thinner columns with aspect ratios than can exceed 50:1 (left).  
Subsequently, these columns can be FIB machined to a point 
(right) with a radius of curvature less than 40 nm (inset at 0° tilt). 
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